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 1. Divine Slice of Life

 1.2. Divine Slice of Joy

 2. Library Theme

 3. TakaFell

 4. Cut Through Park

 5. Fight in Park

 6. Wake Up Surprise

 7. Ronan is a Problem

 8. Meet Akame
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 9. Taka Upset Kiss

 10. Strip Scene

 11. Akame Revelation

 12. Closet Kiss

 13. Sakuya Make Love

 14. Bad Ending

 15. Epilogue - Heaven
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It is a good demo, it isn't a game. Charging for it is criminal.. Great game, pretty solid gameplay for cheap.

I would reccomend turning the music down, if your ears are sensitive. I personally love the music in this game!

When I first oppened the game I found myself running from my death, and was wondering why the creators chose the player
model that they did. Its kind of creepy but something I can fall in love with, not litterally I mean just liking it.

The game overall is pretty amazing for what you pay, I would reccomend it. (Ill probably find my self diving into the game
every so often.)

The one thing that buggs me tho is that the game is called Magma Tsunami, even tho when you start the game you are not in the
earth, the magma has reached a vent in the earth and somehow escaped so It\\'s technically lava.

Overall this game is pretty fun, I would say the creators should add new content, maybe even some DLCs!
. so fast actoin an ecksplosion graphics. I downloaded this game to play multiplayer with some friends witch we could not
manage to do. The implementation of hosting\/joining games is realy bad needs some serious change\/update. As singleplayer
the game is quite simple and not very fun.. oculus rift ile eglenceli baya:). A-Train 9 V4.0 is not about instant gratification. A-
Train 9 V4.0 does not care if you feel daunted or confused. A-Train 9 V4.0 has no time for such trifles as tutorials. A-Train 9
V4.0 makes actual city planners tremble and weep.

And, I love it!

To start, calling A-Train 9 V4.0 a mere rail simulator is like calling a pizza nothing more than a kind of bread. Oh, no no no.
AT9v4 is a full on city builder! It focuses around rail transport (be it cargo or passengers). But, soon (very soon!) you will find
yourself managing truck routes and distribution centers, setting up passenger bus lines, playing the stock market, and even
taking a leisurely cruise around the nearest ocean bay or scenic lake on your yacht.

Never before has learning to juggle been so much fun!

The initial challenge is learning what menus offer which commands. And. there be menus aplenty! Some menus are quite
obvious, lining the top and sides, and bottom of the game window. Other menus are only found by clicking on various vehicles,
buildings, and intersections. Yes, I said intersections. Did you know you can change the stoplight settings for each individual
intersection? Well, you can. Because, all those menus equal player control. And, AT9v4 seeks to give the player as much control
as possible.

It does take some time to get used to using all that control. Setting up train speeds and truck routes and laying out rail lines and
roads and setting up factories and telling everything where to go and when can be a lot to churn through. Oh, yeah, this is all
while trying to remember to buy low and sell high on the markets and make sure there are enough power stations to keep the
lights on and making sure supplies are evenly distributed sufficiently so that all your cities and towns and villages and suburbs
have the resources they need to go about building and whatnot.

Yes, by the way, your virtural AT9v4 denizens will grab available supplies and build up the city organically and on their own, in
addition to the buildings you place yourself.

Does it all take time to become familiar with? Yes, quite a bit. Can it feel a bit overwhelming at first? Meh, only about as much
as getting a 747 off the ground with no prior flight experience. But, once you sort it out (there are plenty of helpful videos
online!), is it rewarding? Absolutely!

Hands down, this is one of my favorite simulation games ever. Period. Whether I want to strive ever onward towards a grand,
profitable, and aestehtically amazing metropolis, or if I just want to sit back and take a leisurely ride on one my trains watching
the scenery pass by, AT9v4 pretty much does it all.

PROS:
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- Unparalleled levels of player control.
- Great attention to detail (watching the little tiny brake lights light up on the little tiny trucks always makes me smile).
- Very accurate Japanese theme.
- Infinitely customizable maps.
- Many ways to approach and play the game (just play it in map creation mode if you don't want to worry about resources, for
example).
- Interconnected systems that work dynamically together (rail, road, manufacturing, etc.).
- Good environmental effects.
- Automatic, organic growth of population and structures.

CONS:
- Steep learning curve.
- Will require a pretty solid PC rig to get the most out the game.
- Lack of tutorials or in-depth, in-game explanations for the many features (there is an online instruction manual that will launch
in your browser).. A fairly short (~4-6 hours) and nice VN that revolves around the story of a young girl named Rin. The story
actually has 2 paths that you must read through in parallel. The first path is from Rin's perspective and covers her life up to the
present, but the second path takes place in the present and follows a generic protagonist's view through to the end.

The story is simple, but interesting. A girl is trapped alone in a world of endless rain. How did she get there? Why can't she
leave? Who is she? These questions are brought up at the very start and by the end they will all have been answered very nicely
tying up the whole game into a nice little package.

There is only a small cast of characters that show up throughout the story, and of the characters that do show up only Rin's
character has any real development or depth to it. The present time protagonist, while has some depth explored at the start, only
exists to further explore Rin without any sort of real development or depth of his own. The lack of depth in others isn't a bad
thing necessarily, but the story leaves a lot of questions regarding characters unanswered, and because of the lack of any detail it
is difficult to really care about any character other than Rin.

The one aspect this VN nails though is atmosphere: an isolated world, a population of 1, an endless rainfall, and eternal life. This
VN exudes melancholy from the great art, the well done voice acting, to the soundtrack that is spot on with every scene. If there
is one thing this VN got perfectly it is the atmosphere.

The translation has a few minor grammatical errors here and there, but overall it was definitely a quality job.

Final score: 7.75\/10. This seems like an incremental game made by someone that doesn't like incremental games. There's no
automation to the clicking so it's all completely manual. That by itself wouldn't be such an issue if the progression felt at all
interesting or satisfying but it doesn't. All the tiers of upgrades are identical and there's no visual progression as you level up
either.

There's also the 'Popularity' system which seems tacked on. 'Events' happen which require you to click within a time limit and if
you complete enough of them your Popularity levels up and you get some points to spend. Spending those points isn't very clear
either. Two of the three upgrades just can't be upgraded with no indication as to why (a level requirement? not enough points?
Who knows!) and the one upgrade you can do doesn't seem to actually do anything (at least as far as I could tell).

Maybe the worst part is that this is just plain boring. A lot of incremental games will have some silliness or wittiness but this is
just a little cube you click on (a lot) and that's it. No charm, no flair, no nothing. I got this half-off during a sale and still feel
like I payed too much for it.

I suppose the only positive thing I can say about it is that I didn't encounter any bugs or save issues that other people seemed to
run in to. So at least there's that.. Game's good, but PLEASE, bring the Tiers back. It'd be quite imbalanced if a guy with full
exotic arsenal would play with newbies.. This is a bright and colorful causal time management game. The mechanics are easy
enough to learn and the pace seems to be fairly easy, at least in the early levels. If you like games of this kind, then this one is
unlikely to disapoint.
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This is one of those things that if you want to change the way the armys look then you might want to get it but if you do not
want that do not get it.. I played this game as a kid and I literally went \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 when I
seen it on Steam, after so many years the game is still an absolute gem.. It ok, kind of like it. One thing I think this game fails in
is that I get intressed in the end, but not the journey to the end.. this game is good
go download it

shark\/10. This game is fairly buggy and even when you exit the game it still keeps 'running' - suggest a higher level of testing
prior to release to the Steam community. As a great fan of turn based strategies and everything related to Great war, I have been
following developing of this game since its campaign at Kickstarter for a year or so, waiting for it to become usable and
interesting. Finally after recent updates - being able to equip its own squad and use heavy machinery, decided to go for into
playing in it. If to summarize its pros and contras, here they are:
Difficult to accomplish missions if you do not play accurately and smart. Soldiers are killed with 1-2 shots or grenade and you
have just few of them - like it when it is hard :-)
Good looking and high quality graphics, music, game mechanics etc;
Updates are coming every week and as it have been told by developers it is scheduled to be ready in full this summer already.
Feels like it is progressing fast to be finalized;
Cons:
Still too few missions :-( and only one is so far with tanks and artillery;
Quite many of the iconic symbols of Great War are missing - barbed wire, gas, cavalry attacks...or at least I did not see it yet -
did not find info from developers if they plan to have it. syka \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
. The game takes about 3-4 hours, at least that's how long it took me while going for achievements and doing a bit of exploring.

Do I think this game is worth \u20ac20? Not necessarily, but I do think it's a very beautiful game with a story that kept me
interested. That's why I finished the game in one sit where I usually get bored after about an hour. It's basically a walking
simulator with a very linear path. If you move away from where you're supposed to go, Lissie (your companion) will repeatedly
ask where you're going, giving you a hint as to not move from the objective.

When I saw this game was by Red Thread I instantly wishlisted it and bought it on release. I can't help it but I've fallen a bit for
Lissie. She really reminds me of Elizabeth from BioShock Infinite (I guess that's where the inspiration came from). I wish I
could've spent a bit more time with\/on her.

If you're into story heavy games and\/or walking simulators this game is for you, if you're willing to spend \u20ac20 currently
for 3-4 hours of gameplay.. A very capable and fun to play mashup of Stardew Valley farming\/ trading paired with a hidden
object game.
You play some aged farmer type guy, a 60+ year old farmer...NOT a pulitzer journalist or private investigatorette. Oddly
enough to adhere to HOG game sales lore they put a young lady onto the store banner. She's actually just selling your produce at
the store..the name is Kaylee ;D

Anyhow that farmer bloke took a massive loan to pay the wifeys health care bills. To pay it back the player is supposed to win
the 'Farmer of the year' contest and rake in a whooping 100k prize money.

The hidden object part: Procedurally generated hidden object scenes based around places on your farm. Each HO scene has
optional quests (fast object detection, find stuff from left to right, no misclicks ec.) and some gems hidden in it.
Quests and combo chains gain extra money during the scene, the hidden gems unlock new facilites on your farm (greenhouses,
windmill etc.)
The objects are often hard to find but the hint system is pretty generous in the game.
Oddly enough in this game the hidden objects found are actually sold to some quirky trader for money unless they are quest
items. This is all really convenient and simple, no inventory maagement needed.

The farm gameplay: You start of with a derelict slab of land with run down farm buildings and equipment. By selling your
produce you can purchase farming upgrades, animals and eventually blueprints for farm facilities. Every now and again the
game sprinkles in some minigames like sudoku, a tetris like storage puzzle, sokoban, pipe and so forth. Pretty much standard
HOG fare but still entertaining. You can buy out of all the minigames for a lil coin fee in case you dont like sudoku or whatever
puzzle it throws at you.
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Farm upgrades are either straight up new facilities or just cosmetic stuff to pimp your place visually. All the stuff on your farm
can be tinkered with visually so the player has some control over the look and feel of the farm. Really cute.
You have to water your fields, feed the anmials and harvest your ripe produce, this way the game keeps you on your toes
constantly in between the hidden object scenes. Everything is running on global timers so you could also just sit there and watch
the going-ons.
Last but not least you have to adjust the prices of your stock that is sold in your store. You can even do that within the hidden
object scenes.
Theres a fair bit of flavor dialogue with other farmers , traders, the prize comittee etc. going on, so the game doesn't feel
generic.

Final verdict: Excellent fresh take on the HO genre, really enjoy playing it.
The biggest issue I have with the game is that it runs at a pretty low resolution (i think 1024x768). My guess is that they did that
to allow any sort of casual potato pc to run it.
Unlike most other HOG's this doesn't have the creepypasta and atmospheric ghost stuff you'd usually see. The whole game is
pretty down to earth.
Great game, recommended for fans of either of the genre(s). Well worth the admission.

*edit: it basicly has everything that is shown in the trailer..its real ingame footage..not some of your doctored COD
crap..wysiwyg. good game but too short.
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